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Rezumat. Împuţinarea rezervelor mondiale de petrol laolaltă cu creşterea nivelului emisiilor poluante sunt efectele 
care i-au determinat pe producătorii de automobile şi de motoare termice să-şi îndrepte atenţia către resursele 
energetice alternative, şi către combustibilii alternativi, uşor de  obţinut, ieftini, şi cu puteri calorice comparabile celor 
clasici. Pe parcursul ultimilor zeci de ani au fost testate şi produse mai multe tipuri de autovehivule, echipate cu 
motoare funcţionând cu GPL, alcooli, DME (di-metil-eter), hidrogen, biodiesel, celuloză, etc. O a doua direcţie de 
dezvoltare a cercetărilor este reprezentată de folosirea energiei electrice a vehiculelor, mai mult decât cea a celorlalte 
tipuri de energie – eoliană, solară, etc). Acest tip de propulsie este asigurat de către celulele de combustibil. Ele produc 
energia electrică, care este apoi transferată  acumulatorilor motoarelor electrice ale autovehiculelor. Acest echipament 
de stocare a energiei electrice are un gabarit mare şi cântăreşte mult, şi cu toate eforturile nu reuşeşte să confere o 
automonie suficient de mare motorului electric. Cea mai eficientă metodă de propulsie ar fi propulsia hibridă: pentru 
zonele urbane cea electrică, asigurată de motorul electric alimentat de către celula de combustibil, şi cea clasică 
termică, susţinută de utilizarea combustibililor alternativi pentru deplasarea în regim de croazieră. Articolul de faţă îşi 
propune o analiză în amănunt pentru nivelul de performanţă al fiecăreia dintre aceste categorii de propulsie a 
autovehiculelor, luând în calcul şi posibilităţile separate de dezvoltare în viitor.  
Cuvinte cheie : motoare cu ardere internă / emisii poluante / propulsie hibrid /  alcooli /  biocombustibili /  
hidrogen /  celule de combustibil.  
Résumé. La réduction des réserves mondiale du pétrole, toute ensemble avec l’élévation du niveau des émissions 
polluantes sont les effets qui ont obligé les producteurs des automobiles ainsi que des moteurs de chercher autres 
ressources énergétiques parmi celles facilement á produire, a prix bas, et comparables par rapport de la puissance 
calorifique avec les combustibles classiques. Pendant les dernières décades des dizaines des models ont été testés et 
livrés sur le marchais, équipés avec des moteurs alimentés par GPL, alcools, DME (di-méthyle-éther), hydrogène, 
biodiesel, cellulose, etc. La deuxième direction de la recherche est représenté par l’usage de l’énergie électrique dans la 
propulsion des véhicules (dans une mesure plus accentué que l’usage des autres types d’énergie – solaire, éolienne etc). 
Cette propulsion est assurée par la fonction des piles à combustion. Elles produisent l’énergie et la transfèrent aux 
accumulateurs des moteurs électriques des automobiles. Cet équipement est gros et lourd et ne confère pas une 
autonomie assez suffisante pour le moteur électrique. La plus efficiente méthode sera la propulsion hybride: avec une 
propulsion électrique assuré par le moteur électrique alimenté par la pile à combustible dans la zone urbaine et avec 
une propulsion thermique soutenue par l’alimentation avec des combustibles alternatifs.L’article propose une analyse 
en détail pour chaque de ces catégories de la propulsion autoroutière ainsi que pour leur futur développement.   
Mots clés: moteurs a combustion interne / émissions polluantes / propulsion hybride / alcohols / biocombustibles / 
hydrogène / pile à combustion. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Discussing ∗bout the opportunities and the principal 

directions of further developments in the automotive 
industry, there clearly appear three domains which present 
the maximum interest referring to the propulsion sources. 

The first would be the use of the alternative fuels, 
several of them being already used for some thirty years 
now. Thus, among the most reliable of them, the alcohols, 
LPG, the natural compressed gas, the bio-fuels and hydro-
gen seam to become primary fuels instead of continuing to 
use classic gasoline and diesel fuels. 

The second increasing interest domain shows itself 
to be the use of the fuel cells. First designed to equip 
only the stationary applications, such as supply sources 
for domestic residences-electricity plants or water 
heating units, the fuel cells have proved to become 
more and more attractive to the transportation industry: 
first because hydrogen, used by 90% of the cells types 
is a clean fuel (without taking in consideration the toxic 
aspects of its production), and secondary because the 
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system efficiency obtained by using fuel cells is better 
than the one offered by the use of classic thermal 
propulsion, specially on short, urban distances. 

The third domain – the hybrid propulsion – assures 
a real possibility to combine the benefits of all the 
optimizations brought to the thermal engine functions 
with those related to a “clean” operation of the electric 
engine; both engines assist the propulsion system, with 
various energy transfer rates. 

This paper would like to highlight the benefits and 
the lacks of each direction in order to give a correct 
answer to the main question of nowadays: what the 
future of our automotive industry would consist on? 
What is certain is that classic oil-based fuels are no 
longer able to solve the problems connecting the fuels 
mass consumption and the environment preservation. 

2. THE USE OF THE ALTERNATIVE 
FUELS 

2.1. The use of alcohols 
Alcohols, with direct reference to methanol and etha-

nol, are mass production obtained fuels with appropriate 
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chemical and physical characteristics. Their lower caloric 
heat (compared to that of the oil-based fuels) presumes the 
use of larger tanks, but more important aspects are to be 
considered when referring to the levels of the main gas 
emissions. Thus, considerable decreases of NOx and 
smoke values support the idea of using methanol or 
ethanol as a single fuel or in mixtures with the basic fuel. 
 

Table I 

Methanol and ethanol characteristics 

Characteristic Methanol Ethanol 
Molecular mass 32.042 46.070 
Melting point  

(at normal pressure) [deg C] -97,90 -114.6 
Melting heat [kJ/kg] 98 109 
Boiling heat   

(at normal pressure) [deg C] 64.85 78.5 
Vaporization heat [kJ/kg] 1100.75 854 
Critic temperature [deg C] 240.15 243.15 
Critic pressure [MPa] 7.945 6.30 
Lower /Higher Heating Value 

[kJ/kg] 
19679 /  
22412 

28037  
/ 30973 

Normal density [kg/dm3] 0.796 0.794 
Specific heat [J/kgK] 2.369 2.369 
Dynamic viscosity [Ns/mp]*1000 0.584 1.2 
Superficial tension [dyn/cm] - - 
Reid vapor’s pressure [daN/cm2] 0.37 0.14 
Temperature decrease when 

vaporising a theoretical mixture 
[deg C] 147 96.5 

 
Table I highlights the values of the main alcohols 

characteristics. In addition to these data, alcohols have 
a high octane number and a low cetane number. 
Therefore, they are suggested to be used as unique fuel 
or in mixture with gasoline in spark ignition engines, 
and only in mixtures with the basic fuel in diesel 
engines.  There is also to be considered that because 
of the high vaporization heat (especially in case of 
methanol) [1], air-alcohol mixture during its formation 
is severely cooled with direct effects on the engine 
combustion and heat release. While the fuels industry 
has been successfully experienced the market with the 
M (methanol-gasoline) and E (ethanol-gasoline) blends 
types in case of the spark ignition engine, for diesel 
engines the problems of mixing diesel fuel with alco-
hols could be solved only by applying three supplying 
methods: the mixtures method [2], diesel-carburetor 
method [3] and double injection method [4]. The first 
one is limiting the mass fraction of diesel fuel that 
could be replaced by alcohol due to the lack of alcohol 
miscibility in gasoil. The second method allows to 
increase the gasoil substituted ratio but not higher than 
a limit above which the engine running becomes rough. 
Finally, the last method decisively improves the value 
of the diesel fuel substitution ratio thanks to the com-
plete separation of both fuels injection characteristics.  
Figure 1 shows the comparison between the variations 

of diesel substitution ratio for the mentioned supplying 
methods. 

 

Fig. 1. Comparison between the values of diesel fuel 
substituted ratios concerning the three described methods 

when using methanol. 

Figure 2 presents one experimental equipment used 
on diesel engine bench in order to supply with metha-
nol and gasoil the engine, using the double injection 
method (two injection pumps, two sets of high-pressure 
pipes but a single injector per cylinder with two 
channels – one for each of the fuels’ sprays) [5]. 

 

Fig. 2. Detail of diesel engine fueling system using methanol 
and diesel fuel double injection method 

2.2. The use of Liquid Petroleum Gas (LPG) 
The use of LPG in spark ignition engines seams 

very similar to the alcohols one The high caloric heat 
and good vaporization conditions assure an appropriate 
operation of the engine, which could be fueled by in-
jection either by carburetion. Using adequate additives 
the lubricating properties are significantly improved 
even when using LPG as a single fuel. European 
standard EN 589 establishes the basic characteristics of 
this fuel content [6]. 
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Table II 

LPG (Autogas) characteristics 

Parameter Unit Standard 
Composition - Propane 70% 

Butane 30% 
Motor Octane 
Number (MON) 

- Min. 90.5 

Total Sulfur Content mg/kg 100 
Evaporative Residue mg/kg 100 
Vapour Pressure  
(abs. at 40 deg. C) 

kPa Min. 800 
Max. 1550 

Moisture Content - No free water 
at 0 deg. C 

Flammability - 20%  
Lower flammability limit

 
The use of LPG in diesel engines represents an 

efficient solution to decrease the emissions for the truck 
and bus engines commonly used in the big cities urban 
transportation, another condition being also the preser-
vation of the high efficiency that characterizes the stan-
dard diesel engine. This condition is highly requested 
as a mater of fact that in our great urban residences the 
trend that obviously appears is that of using the LPG 
engines obtained by transforming the classic diesel en-
gines in spark ignition engines, a type less competitive 
as efficiency, emissions and even construction [7]. The 
LPG fueling method for diesel engines proves to be 
efficient leading to an ecological formula for the new 
built engines as for the operative existing ones assuring 
lower costs than in the case of transforming the classic 
diesel engines in SI engines. In opposition with the SI 
engines for which various LPG fueling solutions are 
available the implementation of this fuel in diesel 
engines requests that certain obstacles have to be 
removed, such as the autoignition extreme difficulties 
due to the LPG low cetane number (Cetane Number 
CN = – 3) [8]. There are well known four different 
methods to use LPG in diesel engines: the diesel-gas 
procedure, the spark ignition and the direct injection by 
using special additives to improve the CN, and the 
double injection method [9].  The last method is much 
more likeable because it is reliable and the characteris-
tics of the fueling system are easy to be implemented]. 
The method presumes the separate control of both 
injection processes providing the secondary fueling 
circuit for LPG. The fuelling system has two separate 
circuits: one corresponding to diesel fuel and the 
second to LPG. First takes place the injection of gasoil 
and after a certain delay the LPG is injected. This is the 
rational order of the injection processes, diesel auto-
ignition assuring in this way the injection of LPG 
directly in flame and consequently an efficient control 
of the entire combustion. LPG will burn while injected, 
before the mixture could homogenize, preventing this 
way the major inconvenient when using diesel-gas 
method - the cut of the flame in very lean and homoge-
nous gas-air mixtures which is a specific phenomena 
for engine operation at low loads [10]. 

In order to gain high power and efficiency a series 
of parameters that influence the mixtures formation, 
ignition and combustion, should be optimized. There-
fore, the difference between the physical properties of 
LPG and gasoil determines significant modifications of 
the sprays characteristics; LPG vaporization causes an 
intense cooling effect of the charge, so the ignition 
delay of LPG will sensibly increase if early injected 
(during gasoil ignition delay). One of the most impor-
tant variables when optimizing the engine operation 
is the angular difference between the fuels’ injections. 
In order to maintain a reasonable top value for the 
pressure increasing rate, LPG should be later injected, 
moving the combustion deeper inside the gases détente 
zone but also avoiding compromising the engine effi-
ciency. 

 

Fig. 3. NOx emissions values versus LPG substitution ratio at 
different revolution speeds, 40% load, 2 deg CA ATDC LPG 

injection advance for a turbocharged diesel truck engine. 

Figure 3 shows the general decrease trend of NOx 
emission levels when the substitution ratio of LPG rises 
in case of a diesel truck engine fueled with diesel fuel 
and LPG applying the double injection method. The 
engine was operating at 40% load, different speeds and 
constant LPG injection advance (2 deg CA ATDC – 
crankshaft angle after top death center).  The engine 
was a MAN turbocharged heavy duty truck engine, 
with 256 HP at 2150 rpm, 6 in-line cylinders, and 
compression ratio of 17 [11][12]. 

2.3. The use of hydrogen 
The use of hydrogen as a fuel for the internal 

combustion engine represents an alternative to solve 
both of the big problems connected to this one: the 
attachment to the use of fossil fuels and the environ-
mental pollution. 

Comparing to the hydrocarbons, hydrogen has very 
large flammability limits (in normal conditions 4 to 
75% vol.), a high flame propagation speed (5 to 8 times 
higher) and a low value of the ignition minimum 
energy (approximately 10 times less). All these pro-
perties strongly recommend hydrogen as a favorable 
fuel to be used in engines [13]. 
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So, there could be used lean and very lean air-fuel 
mixtures and the engine could be operated through the 
quality adjustment of the load (without obturator), with 
benefits regarding the engine efficiency. 

Due to these properties, when using hydrogen in the 
engine there are signs of abnormal combustion, espe-
cially in the range of stoichiometric air-fuel mixtures 
[14]: 

− spontaneous ignition followed by flame burning 
into admission, or pre-ignition followed by a rapid 
pressure increase while performing the compression; 

− high increasing pressure rate inside the cylinder 
during combustion. 

In order to avoid the mentioned abnormal com-
bustion phenomena authors have advanced the concepts 
of a hydrogen fueling installation which consists in the 
hydrogen admission inside the cylinder at the begin-
ning of the compression stroke, after the inlet valve 
closing. The equipment allows the adjustment of the 
hydrogen admission moment inside the cylinder. The 
uncontrolled ignition is in this way avoided due to the 
cooling of the cylinder volume assured by the inlet air 
which after that will provide combustion. 

The used method avoids the power decrease 
because it doesn’t diminish the inlet air quantity (at 
relative air-fuel ratio λ=1 hydrogen displacement is 
1/3 of the total usable volume) [15]. 

 
Table III 

Hydrogen characteristics 

Characteristic [unit] Value 
Molecular mass [kg/kmole] 2.016 
Combusted theoretical air quantity  
[kg air/ kg fuel] 34.32 
Density [kg/m3] 
(at 0 deg.C and 760 mm Hg) 0.0899 
Flammability limits  [-] 
(relative air-fuel ratio - λ) 10.12 – 0.136
Laminar flame velocity [m/s] 
(λ = 1, 20 deg. C, 760 mm Hg) 2.37 
Octane Number [-] 
(Research Method) > 130 
In air minimum ignition energy [mJ] 0.018 
Autoignition temperature [K] 848 – 853 
Lower heating value  [kJ/kg] 119600 

3. THE USE OF FUEL CELLS 
Fuel cells are reliable electric power sources. They 

present the main advantage of producing on board the 
electric current which supplies the batteries of the auto-
vehicle electric propulsion unit. Figure 4 presents the 
principle of a basic fuel cell operation: its construction 
is based on two electrodes separated by an electrolyte. 
The anode is fueled by a gas with bi-atomic molecular 
structure (H2). After its ionization, free electrons form 
the electric current that will charge the electric engine 
batteries and meanwhile the gas protons migrate through 

the electrolytic solution to the cathode where the oxi-
dant agent (O2) could be found. 

 
Fig. 4. Structure and principle of a basic  

hydrogen fuel cell operation 

Here, the re-neutralized hydrogen combines with 
oxygen, and the fuel cell’s element releases water and 
heat. Fuel cells still represent a developing project. 
Research is conducted in order to optimize their appli-
cability in the field of transportations as well as in the 
field of stationary purposes [16]. 

There are still two problems to be solved. One is the 
limited autonomy offered by the electric batteries of the 
engine, and the other is the weight of the entire electric 
equipment which affects the basic main capacity of the 
vehicle. 

Anyway, the future can bring solutions to these 
problems in order to save enough energy to reach 
higher performances in terms of capacity and autonomy 
for all types of vehicles. 

Figure 5 highlights the comparison between the 
efficiency of the internal combustion engine and the 
efficiency of the electric car supplied by fuel cell 
versus the covered distance – inside the city, at small 
range near the city and on the highway. 

 
Fig. 5. Comparison between efficiency values of fuel cells 

and internal combustion engines versus the covered distance. 

Results show that fuel cells are more convenient 
propulsion sources for the urban area distances; at long 
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range distances the efficiency values of the compared 
propulsion are comparable, but higher storage capa-
cities and subsequently lower costs  provided by the 
internal combustion engine propulsion sugest that classic 
propulsion systems would be rather used in the future 
as they are now [17]. 

3.1. Types of fuel cells 
Among all the imagined and designed fuel cells, six 

types have been successfully used in the industry 
(electric generators, water heating systems, thermal 
pump systems etc). These models are as follows[18]: 

− Alkaline Fuel Cell (AFC); 
− Molten Carbonate Fuel Cell (MCFC); 
− Phosphoric Acid Fuel Cell (PAFC); 
− Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cell (PEMFC); 
− Solid Oxide Fuel Cell (SOFC); 
− Direct Methanol Fuel Cell (DMFC); 
From the list, only AFC, PEMFC and DMFC fuel 

cells’ types are designed to be used in the trans-
portation domain. Because of the very high temperature 
these fuel cells are operating at, they did not offer 
appropriate conditions to be implemented in the road 
transportation propulsion domain [19]. 

The higher the operating cell temperature is, the 
higher the cell’s efficiency becomes. By limiting the 
operational domain of this temperature within the range 
90…120 deg. C, this implementation appears reason-
able. The last type doesn’t use hydrogen as a primary 
fuel but methanol converts into hydrogen protons, free 
electrons and carbon monoxide. So, this vehicle is the 
first to be fuelled with methanol and doesn’t use it as a 
direct fuel. 

The main benefit is that of hydrogen on board 
production without the major care of stocking it. This 
kind of cell or any other fuelled even with fossil fuels 
could be easily criticised because of the emissions 
formation during the process of H2 obtaining [20]. 

Speaking about hydrogen on-board production, a 
special interest could consist in the further development 
of the ethanol fuel cells, bio ethanol being a cheap fuel 
easily obtained from the green mass preparation. 

4. THE HYBRIDE PROPULSION 
The combination between the performances of the 

thermal and the “clean” operation of the electric engine 
is represented by a hybrid solution which provides the 
co-existence of both propulsion unit types on the same 
vehicle. Two are the solutions proposed by the de-
signers: the first relies on a parallel assembling of the 
engines, each of them furnishing independently the 
energy to the propulsion system; the second is placing 
in range (in series) the two engines. 

In both cases the thermal engine supplies with energy 
the system and the batteries of the electric engine. The 
scheme is completed also with a breaking regenerative 
device which saves power and recharges the electric 
accumulators. The automotive industry offers several 
passengers car models with high performances and 

good development perspectives for the future. Table IV 
highlights the main parameters of these models. Among 
these, as it can be noticed, Toyota Prius [21] [22] model 
presents the highest ratio between the power produced 
by the electric engine and power produced by the clas-
sic thermal engine. As  it can be concluded, this last 
model provides the best fuel consumption and conse-
quently the highest autonomy range. 

 
Table IV 

Features of several hybrid propulsion models 

Model Honda 
Insight

Honda 
Civic 

Honda 
Accord 

Toyota 
Prius 

Total  [litter] 
displacement 0.995 1.339 2.997 1.497 
No. of cylinders 3L 4L V6 4L 
Thermal engine 
power [kW] 65 85 255 76 
Power of the electric 
engine [kW] 13 13.4 16 67 
Fuel consumption 
[liter/100 km] 4.17 4.96 7.13 4.28 
Autonomy [km] 963.3 909.2 1019 1054 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
From now on, autovehicles manufacturers will 

have to look forward in terms of propulsion solutions 
adopting one of the following solutions: classic internal 
combustion engines fuelled by alternative fuels; electric 
engines supplied by accumulators stationary charged or 
charged by using combustion cells; hybrid propulsion 
vehicles assisted by thermal together with electric 
engines [23]. 

Decreasing oil reserves and the desperate need for 
the environment preservation lead to the evident fact 
that oil based fuels can no longer assure the equilibrium 
of the vehicles market confronted with an increasing 
request of cars number and new models. 

New research on the new fuels implementation 
together with the development of the fuel cells design 
and operation must continue in order to increase the 
efficiency, the reliability and the safe operation of all 
types of transportation vehicles. 

These solutions, together with other sorts of techno-
logy, such as the aerospace technologies, computer 
science technology and bio-science technology will 
certainly shape the field of road transportation in order 
to reach the up-mentioned objectives. 
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